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Abstract
As the demand for long-context large language
models (LLMs) increases, models with context
windows of up to 128K or 1M tokens are be-
coming increasingly prevalent. However, long-
context LLM inference is challenging since the
inference speed decreases significantly as the se-
quence length grows. This slowdown is primar-
ily caused by loading a large KV cache during
self-attention. Previous works have shown that
a small portion of critical tokens will dominate
the attention outcomes. However, we observe the
criticality of a token highly depends on the query.
To this end, we propose Quest, a query-aware KV
cache selection algorithm. Quest keeps track of
the minimal and maximal Key values in KV cache
pages and estimates the criticality of a given page
using Query vectors. By only loading the Top-K
critical KV cache pages for attention, Quest signif-
icantly speeds up self-attention without sacrificing
accuracy. We show that Quest can achieve up to
7.03× self-attention speedup, which reduces in-
ference latency by 2.23× while performing well
on tasks with long dependencies with negligi-
ble accuracy loss. Code is available at https:
//github.com/mit-han-lab/Quest.

1. Introduction
The rapid evolution of Large Language Models (LLMs)
has shaped our daily lives. With the increasing demand
for multi-round conversations and long document queries,
the maximum context length of LLMs has dramatically
grown from 2K to 1M (Liu et al., 2024a; Peng et al., 2023;
Tworkowski et al., 2023). The 128k context length GPT-
4 model has already been deployed in large-scale serving,
which is equivalent to 300 pages of text (OpenAI, 2023).
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Figure 1. Comparison between Dense Attention(a), Query-
Agnostic Sparsity (b) and Quest’s Query-aware Sparsity (c). Quest
significantly speeds up self-attention while maintaining high ac-
curacy by dynamically determining the critical tokens based on
the current query. T represents the total sequence length and L
represents the number of critical tokens for attention.

However, processing long-context requests is challenging.
Due to the auto-regressive nature of LLMs, generating one
token would require reading the entire KV cache. For Llama
7B model (Touvron et al., 2023) with 32k context length,
the KV cache can occupy 16GB of space, which requires at
least 11 ms to read, which contributes to more than 50% of
the inference latency*, limiting the overall throughput.

Despite the increasingly large size of the KV cache, previous
works have shown that a small portion of the tokens can
dominate the accuracy of token generation (Zhang et al.,
2023b; Ge et al., 2024). Therefore, we can dramatically
reduce the inference latency by only loading the critical
tokens, while still maintaining accuracy. Thus, it is essential
to identify critical portions of the KV cache.

In this work, we further observe that the criticality of the
tokens can change with different query tokens. As shown in
Fig. 2, the critical tokens vary a lot with different queries.
Therefore, we need a dynamic and efficient approach to de-
termine which portion of the KV cache needs to be attended
to. To this end, we propose Quest, a query-aware criticality
estimation algorithm for long-context LLM inference that
efficiently and effectively identifies critical KV cache tokens
and performs self-attention selectively on chosen tokens, as
shown in Fig. 1.

To reduce the overhead of KV cache criticality estimation,

*Tested with FP16 FlashInfer implementation on an RTX4090
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Quest manages KV cache at page granularity (Kwon et al.,
2023). For each page, Quest utilizes maximum and mini-
mum values of each feature dimension of the Key vector
as the metadata to represent token information. During
inference, Quest considers both the Query vector and the
metadata to estimate each page’s criticality. Given all crit-
icality scores of the pages, Quest chooses Top-K pages to
perform approximate self-attention, where K is a preset con-
stant (e.g. 128, 256). By reducing the memory movement
from the entire KV cache to metadata and constant K pages,
Quest significantly accelerates inference.

We evaluate both the accuracy and efficiency of Quest. Since
Quest dynamically decides the criticality of the tokens,
Quest achieves better accuracy for a given degree of KV
cache sparsity than baselines on PG19 dataset (Rae et al.,
2019), passkey retrieval task (Peng et al., 2023), and Long-
Bench (Bai et al., 2023) with 256 to 4K token budgets. For
32K context, Quest achieves 7.03× self-attention latency
reduction compared to FlashInfer (Ye et al., 2024). Our
end-to-end framework demonstrates that Quest can have
2.23× inference speedup compared to FlashInfer (Ye et al.,
2024) with 4-bit weight quantization. In summary, we make
the following contribution:

• An analysis of the self-attention mechanism that pin-
points the importance of query-aware sparsity.

• Quest, an efficient and accurate KV cache accelera-
tion algorithm, which exploits query-aware sparsity by
dedicated operator designs and implementations.

• A comprehensive evaluation of Quest, demonstrating
up to 7.03× self-attention latency reduction and 2.23×
end-to-end latency improvement.

2. Related Work
2.1. Long-context Model

As the demand for long-context models increases, many
works have focused on extending the context window of
LLMs. Currently, many models utilize Rotary Position
Embeddings (RoPE) (Su et al., 2023), and by different scal-
ing methods of RoPE with fine-tuning, the window size
of the original 4k Llama-2 has been expanded to 32k for
LongChat (Li et al., 2023) and 128k for Yarn-Llama-2 (Peng
et al., 2023). Through length extrapolation, the context win-
dows of models reached beyond 1M (Liu et al., 2024b).
Beyond open-source models, GPT-4 Turbo supports lengths
of up to 128k, while Claude-2 supports up to 200k (OpenAI,
2024; Anthropic, 2024). With models increasingly capable
of handling long input, this poses challenges for inference
efficiency. Quest aims to boost long-context inference by
exploiting query-aware KV cache sparsity.

Token ‘B’ was not critical

Token ‘B’ is critical now

Figure 2. The attention map of prompt “A is B. C is D. A is”. Each
row represents the attention scores of previous tokens queried by
the tokens on the left. When queried with “D”, token “B” has
a low attention score, showing “B” is not critical for generation.
However, the “is” strongly attends to “B”. Therefore, the criticality
of tokens strongly correlates with the current query token.

2.2. KV Cache Eviction Algorithm

For long-context LLM inference and serving scenarios, the
huge size of the KV cache results in significant time and
space overheads. Many previous efforts have been dedicated
to compressing the size of the KV cache to accelerate atten-
tion and reduce memory usage. H2O (Zhang et al., 2023b)
retains a limited budget of the important KV cache based
on the sum of historical attention scores. FastGen (Ge et al.,
2024) further refines the types of tokens, applying a more
sophisticated strategy for selecting the KV cache to keep.
TOVA (Oren et al., 2024) simplifies the policy by deciding
which tokens to permanently discard based solely on the
current query. StreamingLLM (Xiao et al., 2023) handles
infinitely long texts with attention sinks and a finite KV
cache. These methods decide which parts of the KV cache
to discard based on historical information or current states,
but discarded tokens might be important for future tokens,
which may cause the loss of important information. To
mitigate this issue, SparQ (Ribar et al., 2023) computes ap-
proQximate attention scores by channel pruning and selects
important tokens through them. However, this approach
has not been widely validated for tasks with long dependen-
cies, and the channel-level sparsity might pose challenges to
practical acceleration. Therefore, we propose Quest, which
retains all of the KV cache and selects part of the KV cache
based on the current query to accelerate long-context self-
attention without accuracy degradation.

3. Methodlogy
In this section, we first motivate Quest by analyzing the
breakdown of inference cost and self-attention properties.
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Figure 3. The query aware sparsity for each layer in LongChat-7B
model. We measure the sparsity by eliminating KV cache tokens
while making sure the perplexity on PG19 increases less than 0.01.
For the first two layers, the sparsity is below 10%, while for the
rest of the layers, the sparsity is larger than 90%, showing great
potential for optimization. Quest closely aligns with the oracle.

We then present the design of Quest and discuss its benefits.

3.1. Long-context Inference Is Costly

LLM inference contains two stages, namely, the prefill stage
and the decode stage. In the prefill stage, all the input
tokens are transformed into embeddings and generate the
Key (K), Query(Q), and Value(V ) vectors. Both the Key
and the Value vectors are saved in the KV cache for future
use. The rest of the prefill stage includes self-attention and
feed-forward network (FFN) layers, which produce the first
response token.

In the decode stage, the model will take the last generated
token to calculate its K,Q, V . The model uses Q to multiply
with every K of previous tokens to generate the attention
weights. The attention weights will then get normalized
using softmax, where each value ai represents the attention
score between ith token and the current token. The self-
attention layer will output

∑
ai · Vi and send to the FFN.

For one request, the prefill stage only happens once, while
a decoding process is needed for every token in the re-
sponse. Therefore, the decode stage dominates the infer-
ence time. For example, for 16k token prompts and 512
token responses, over 86% of the time is spent on decode
stages. Therefore, the decode stage performance is crucial
for overall latency.

Moreover, a long-context scenario significantly slows down
the decode stage. In every decode stage, the K and V of
existing tokens must be loaded to perform self-attention,
which can easily reach 16GB for the 32k context of Llama-
7b†. This memory load operation can take 53% of the

†KV cache size = 2 (both K and V) ∗ Num of Layer ∗
Sequence length ∗ Num of Heads ∗ Head Dimensions ∗
Size of FP16 = 2 ∗ 32 ∗ 32 ∗ 32 ∗ 128 ∗ 2 = 16GB
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Figure 4. Recall rate of tokens with Top-10 attention scores. Re-
sults are profiled with LongChat-7b-v1.5-32k model in passkey
retrieval test of 10K context length. Recall rate is the ratio of
tokens selected by different attention methods to tokens selected
by the full attention in each round of decoding. The average rate is
shown in the figure, with various token budgets assigned.

time in a decode stage. Therefore, optimizing self-attention
becomes a must for efficient long-context inference.

3.2. Self-Attention Operation Features High Sparsity

Luckily, previous research has highlighted the inherent spar-
sity in self-attention (Zhang et al., 2023b; Ge et al., 2024).
Due to this property of self-attention, a small portion of
tokens in the KV cache, called critical tokens, can accumu-
late sufficient attention scores, capturing the most important
inter-token relationships. For example, as shown in Fig. 3,
apart from the first two layers, less than 10% of the tokens
are needed to achieve similar accuracy, which makes the
attention on the rest of the tokens unnecessary. Therefore,
if we can estimate the criticality of the tokens, we can only
compute self-attention on critical KV cache tokens to greatly
reduce the memory movement and thus improve efficiency.

3.3. Critical Tokens Depend on the Query

However, the criticality of the tokens is dynamic and highly
dependent on the query vector Q. Assuming the prompt
is ”A is B. C is D. A is”, we demonstrate the attention
map of a certain head in the 16th layer of Llama-2-7b in
Fig. 2. Since the output answer here should be ”B”, the
token ”B” is critical to the current query ”is”. Thus, it has a
high attention score. However, before the final token ”is”,
”B” is not critical for any previous query and has very low
attention scores. In other words, the criticality of tokens is
tightly related to the query token.

We quantify this effect by profiling the average recall rate
of tokens with Top-10 attention scores along the text gen-
erations. The original attention with full KV cache can
maintain 100% recall rate. However, KV cache eviction
algorithm like H2O (Zhang et al., 2023b) which prunes to-
kens based on history information, suffers from low recall

3
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⋯
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Stage 2: Compute Sparse Attention

Stage 1: Estimate Critical Pages

⋯

Load Load Load

Figure 5. Quest performs self-attention in two stages. In stage 1, Quest estimates the criticality of pages by performing element-wise
product between the current Query vector and both Min Key and Max Key vectors in each KV cache page. Quest gets the sum of the
per-channel maximal value for each page as the page criticality estimation. In stage 2, only Top-K KV cache pages are loaded to perform
sparse self-attention with the current Query.

rates since critical tokens are pruned in previous iterations.
As shown in Fig. 4, Quest maintains recall rate close to full
attention, as it estimated critical tokens based on current
query. Therefore, pre-determining the criticality is challeng-
ing, which motivates query-aware sparsity by considering
Q vectors for criticality estimation.

3.4. Dynamically Estimating Token Criticality

To efficiently and accurately estimate the criticality of KV
cache tokens, we propose Quest, an efficient and accurate
algorithm that exploits query-aware context sparsity, which
approximately selects the most potentially critical KV cache
pages for the current query. We show the workflow of
Quest in Fig. 5. To manage the overhead, Quest adopts
PageAttention (Kwon et al., 2023) and selects the KV cache
pages at the granularity of pages.

To estimate the criticality of the pages, Quest performs
an approximate calculation of attention weights before the
original attention operation, as shown in Algorithm 1.

Our insight is that in order not to miss critical tokens, we
should select pages containing the token with the highest
attention weights. However, for an efficient selection of
pages, we should calculate an approximate attention score
following this insight. We found that the upper bound atten-

tion weights within a page can be used to approximate the
highest attention in the page. The upper bound of the atten-
tion weights can be calculated by the channel-wise minimal
values (mi) and maximal values (Mi) of Key vectors. Given
a Q vector, Quest calculates the maximum possible value of
the channel i by taking Ui = max(Qimi, QiMi). Note that
Ui is always greater than any product of Qi with the Key
value Ki for all tokens in this page regardless of the sign of
Qi. Therefore, when we add up Ui, we get the upper bound
of attention weights across all Key vectors on this page.

After deriving the upper bound attention weights, we choose
the top K pages as critical, where K is an arbitrarily defined
hyper-parameter. To demonstrate the feasibility of Quest,
we perform actual self-attention and gather Top-K per-page
attention scores. As shown in Fig. 3, our query-aware spar-
sity mostly aligns with the oracle sparsity. Quest performs
normal self-attention only on selected pages, which greatly
reduces memory movement. We define the number of to-
kens in selected pages as the “Token Budget”.

Due to the low sparsity ratio for the first two layers (as
shown in Fig. 3), we only apply Quest and all baselines on
later layers to better preserve model accuracy. Note that
whether to skip the first two layers or not is orthogonal to
the KV cache selection algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Token Criticality Estimation

When inserting new token to KV cache:
Input: Key vector K, Dimension of hidden states dim,
Current maximal vector Mi, Current minimal vector mi

for i = 1 to dim do
Mi = max(Mi, ki)
mi = min(mi, ki)

end for

When perform self-attention:
Input: Query vector Q, Dimension of hidden states dim,
Current maximal vector Mi, Current minimal vector mi

Initialize score = 0.
for i = 1 to dim do
score += MAX(qi ∗max, qi ∗min)

end for

3.5. Quest Reduces the Memory Movement of
Self-Attention

Instead of loading the whole KV cache, Quest only needs
to load a fraction of the data, which leverages query-aware
sparsity. Assume that every K or V vector is M bytes,
the KV cache contains L tokens, and each page contains S
KV pairs (Page size). During criticality estimation, Quest
will load maximal and minimal vectors of each page, which
is approximately 2M ∗ L/S bytes. Additionally, Quest
performs normal self-attention for top K pages, which is
2M ∗K ∗ S bytes. The whole KV cache is 2M ∗ L bytes,
which indicates Quest loads 1/S+K ∗S/L of the total KV
cache‡, which is equivalent to

1

Page Size
+

K

Page Num

Assuming that we use 16 KV pairs per page, context length
is 64K, and we choose the top 4K pages, Quest will reduce
the memory load by 8×. Note that this memory load reduc-
tion is universal across all models and is compatible with
existing quantization mechanisms (Zhao et al., 2024).

4. Experiments
4.1. Setting

We evaluate Quest on the language modeling dataset
PG19 (Rae et al., 2019), passkey retrieval task (Peng et al.,
2023), and six datasets in LongBench (Bai et al., 2023):
NarrativeQA (Kočiský et al., 2018), HotpotQA (Yang et al.,

‡The top-K operator incurs negligible memory loading and exe-
cution time (5-10 us). Therefore, we do not include it in efficiency
analysis.

Method / Budget 32 64 128 256 512

H2O 0% 1% 1% 1% 3%
TOVA 0% 1% 1% 3% 8%
StreamingLLM 1% 1% 1% 3% 5%
Quest (ours) 65% 99% 99% 99% 100%

Method / Budget 256 512 1024 2048 4096

H2O 2% 2% 2% 2% 4%
TOVA 2% 2% 2% 2% 10%
StreamingLLM 1% 1% 1% 2% 4%
Quest (ours) 88% 92% 96% 100% 100%

Table 1. (i) Results of 10k length passkey retrieval test on
LongChat-7b-v1.5-32k. (ii) Results of 100k length passkey re-
trieval test on Yarn-Llama-2-7b-128k. Quest can achieve nearly
perfect accuracy with 64 and 1024 tokens KV cache budget,
which is about 1% of the total sequence length, demonstrating
that Quest can effectively preserve the model’s ability to handle
long-dependency tasks. However, KV cache eviction algorithms
such as H2O, TOVA, and StreamingLLM incorrectly discard the
KV cache of the answer before receiving the question, thus failing
to achieve ideal accuracy.

2018), Qasper (Dasigi et al., 2021), TrivialQA (Joshi et al.,
2017), GovReport (Huang et al., 2021), MultifieldQA (Bai
et al., 2023). We choose two widely used long-context
models for our evaluation: LongChat-v1.5-7b-32k (Li et al.,
2023) and Yarn-Llama-2-7b-128k (Peng et al., 2023). We
compare our method against the KV cache eviction algo-
rithm H2O (Zhang et al., 2023b), TOVA (Oren et al., 2024),
and StreamingLLM (Xiao et al., 2023). Note that we do not
apply any Quest and other baseline algorithms to the first
two layers of the model, as our analysis in Sec 3.4 indicates
a low sparsity ratio for these layers.

4.2. Accuracy Evaluation

4.2.1. LANGUAGE MODELING ON PG19

We first evaluate the language modeling perplexity on the
PG19 test set, which is a dataset comprising 100 books with
an average length of 70k tokens. We use the LongChat-7b-
v1.5-32k model to test 32k tokens on PG19. We feed the
model with various numbers of tokens and evaluate the per-
plexity of generated tokens. We evaluate H2O, TOVA, and
Quest with a token budget of 4096, which is approximately
1/8 of the total token length. As indicated by the perplexity
results in Fig. 6, Quest’s accuracy closely matches the oracle
baseline with a full KV cache.

4.2.2. RESULTS ON LONG TEXT PASSKEY RETRIEVAL
TASK

Since language modeling evaluation only involves local
dependencies, models can achieve great performance by fo-
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Figure 6. Language modeling evaluation of Quest on PG19 dataset.
We prompt the model with 0 to 32000 tokens from the PG19
test set and measure the perplexity of output tokens. H2O* and
TOVA* indicate that for the first two layers of models, we do not
apply these two algorithms to prune the KV Cache, as analyzed
in Sec 3.4, which better preserves the model performance. Quest
also uses a full cache in the first two layers of the model. Quest
can closely match the performance of the full cache model.

cusing on recent tokens. However, the ability to handle long-
distance dependencies is crucial for long text reasoning. For
KV cache eviction algorithms like H2O and TOVA, parts of
KV caches that are important for distant future tokens may
be discarded, thereby preventing the model from obtaining
the correct answer. To show that Quest helps maintain the
ability of models to handle longer dependency tasks, we
evaluate it on the passkey retrieval task from Yarn (Peng
et al., 2023). This task measures a model’s ability to retrieve
a simple passkey from a large amount of meaningless text.
We put the answer in different depth ratios of the text and
evaluate if the model can retrieve the correct answer with
different KV cache token budgets. We evaluate LongChat-
7b-v1.5-32k on 10k tokens test and Yarn-Llama-2-7b-128k
on 100k tokens test.

Since H2O (Zhang et al., 2023b) needs to calculate historical
attention scores for KV cache pruning, it needs to compute
the complete O(n2) attention map and thus is unable to use
Flash-Attention (Dao et al., 2022) for long-context infer-
ence. Therefore, to enable H2O on long-context evaluation,
we use Flash-Attention in the context stage for the 100k
sequence length passkey retrieval test and start collecting
historical attention scores for H2O in the decoding stage.
For TOVA (Oren et al., 2024) and StreamingLLM (Xiao
et al., 2023), we evaluated them on the 10k and 100k se-
quence lengths.

For the passkey retrieval test, we directly prefill the input
text containing the passkey and texts to the model. However,
to evaluate the impact of different methods on the model’s

ability to handle long-dependency tasks in practical scenar-
ios, we simulate decoding by feeding the task’s question
and instruction to the model token by token. In this case,
H2O and TOVA might mistakenly discard tokens critical for
future tokens, such as the passkey that will be queried later.
Similarly, StreamingLLM can only focus on the most recent
text window, and if the passkey appears outside this win-
dow, it cannot provide the correct answer. Therefore, H2O,
TOVA, and StreamingLLM cannot achieve ideal accuracy
on the 10k and 100k length passkey retrieve test. However,
Quest does not discard KV cache but instead uses a query-
aware approach to identify critical tokens. As shown in
Tab. 1, Quest can achieve perfect accuracy with a minimal
budget both on 10k and 100k sequence length tests.

4.2.3. RESULTS ON LONGBENCH

To validate that Quest can outperform baselines on general
long-context datasets, we evaluate our method and baselines
on six datasets in LongBench. We evaluate on LongChat-
7b-v1.5-32k across a wide range of long-context datasets,
including single-document QA: NarrativeQA, Qasper, Mul-
tiFieldQA; multi-document QA: HotpotQA; summarization:
GovReport; few-shot learning: TriviaQA. We evaluate H2O,
TOVA, StreamingLLM, and Quest with different KV cache
budgets. For all datasets, we split the input into material and
question/instruction. For the material part, we use Flash-
Attention (Dao et al., 2022) with the full KV cache to per-
form inference. For the question part, we simulate decoding
by feeding them to the model token by token. Similar to the
passkey retrieval test, to enable H2O to use Flash-Attention,
we could not collect H2O’s historical attention scores during
the context stage, thus starting from the decoding stage.

As shown in the Fig. 7, Quest consistently outperforms
all baselines across six long-context datasets with various
KV cache budgets. Quest with a budget of 1K tokens can
achieve comparable performance as the model with full KV
cache, while other baselines still exhibit a notable gap from
full cache performance even with a larger budget. After con-
sidering the full cache used in the first two layers, Quest can
achieve lossless performance on Qasper, HotpotQA, Gov-
Report, TriviaQA, NarrativeQA, and MultifieldQA with KV
cache sparsity of 1/6, 1/6, 1/5, 1/10, 1/5, and 1/6, respec-
tively. This demonstrates that Quest is capable of main-
taining the model’s capabilities across different types of
long-context tasks, as it does not lead to the generation of
incorrect answers due to improper discarding of KV cache.

4.3. Efficiency evaluation

To demonstrate the feasibility of Quest, we implement the
entire framework with dedicated CUDA kernels based on
FlashInfer (Ye et al., 2024), a kernel library for LLM in-
ference. We first evaluate Quest’s kernel-level efficiency
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Figure 7. We evaluate Quest and baselines across six long context datasets with various token budgets. Quest constantly surpassing all
baselines at all datasets and all token budgets. For most of the dataset, Quest reaches comparable accuracy with a 1K token budget. To
evaluate the impact of different methods on the model’s ability to retrieve long-dependency information, we simulate decoding by feeding
the task’s question to the model token by token.

under the configuration of Llama2-7B on an RTX4090 with
CUDA 12.2 in Sec 4.3.1. Besides, we show the end-to-end
speedup of Quest in text generation as shown in Sec 4.3.2.
We compare Quest with a normal attention implementation
from the original FlashInfer. To demonstrate the improve-
ment, we qualitatively compare efficiency under the same
accuracy between Quest and baselines in Sec 4.3.3. Note
that we use an Ada 6000 GPU (NVIDIA, 2023) in end-to-
end evaluations for longer context length.

4.3.1. KERNEL EVALUATION

Due to the memory-bound nature of LLM inference, the
speedup of Quest is proportional to the sparsity ratio (which
is equivalent to memory movement reduction). We quantify
this effect in Fig. 8, which evaluates per-kernel performance
with NVIDIA’s benchmark tool NVBench (NVIDIA, 2024).

Criticality estimation We evaluate the latency of criticality
estimation in Quest under different sequence lengths and
page sizes. At short sequence length, the memory bandwidth
utilization of estimation is smaller than that of FlashInfer,
as the total memory load size is not enough to fully utilize
GPU memory bandwidth. As sequence length grows, the
relative performance improves and approaches 1/Page Size
since estimation only consumes one token per page. Note

that techniques like quantization or larger page size can
further reduce the additional memory usage.

Top-K filtering We enable the Top-K filtering in Quest
with a batched Top-K CUDA operator from a vector search
kernel library RAFT (Zhang et al., 2023a). We test the
latency of Top-K filtering under different sequence lengths
and token budgets. Since Criticality estimation reduces one
entire token into one criticality score, Top-K filtering has
limited memory movement compared to other operators,
thus having a low latency overhead of 5-10 us for sequence
length less than 128k.

Approximate attention Since Quest is compatible with
PageAttention, approximate attention can be easily imple-
mented by feeding Top-K page indices as sparse loading
indices. We compare Quest’s approximate attention with
the original attention of FlashInfer under different sequence
lengths and token budgets with a 16 page size. At a given
token budget B, the latency of Approximate attention is a
constant regardless of the sequence length. Since Approxi-
mate attention introduces minimal overhead, it has a similar
latency as FlashInfer at sequence length B.

We further evaluate Quest’s attention mechanism, which
combines Criticality estimation,Top-K filtering, and Ap-
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Figure 9. Quest self-attention time breakdown compared to FlashInfer. At all sequence lengths, Quest significantly outperforms FlashInfer,
as the memory movement is reduced. At sequence length 32K with token budget 2048, Quest speeds up self-attention by 7.03×.

proximate attention, on the Llama2-7B model using the
PyTorch profiler. We show the time breakdown of Quest
in Fig. 9 on various sequence lengths. Quest reduce the
self-attention time by 7.03× compared with FlashInfer at
32K sequence length with 2048 token budget.

4.3.2. END-TO-END EVALUATION

To show the practical speedup of Quest, we deploy the
framework into real-world single-batch scenarios. We mea-
sure the average latency of generating one token in the
decode stage under different sequence lengths and token
budgets. Note that we do not measure the sampling pro-
cess since its execution time is smaller and depends on the
setting. We compare Quest with a full KV cache baseline
which is implemented by FlashInfer. As shown in Fig. 10,
Quest outperforms FlashInfer at all sequence lengths. The
latency of Quest grows significantly slower than FlashIn-
fer when the sequence length increases, as Quest maintains

similar token budgets. At sequence length 32K and token
budget 2048, Quest boosts inference speed by 1.74× with
FP16 weights and 2.23× with 4-bit quantized weight.

4.3.3. COMPARISON WITH BASELINES

To demonstrate the performance improvements of Quest,
we compare the inference efficiency of different attention
mechanisms under the same accuracy constraint, i.e. loss-
less accuracy of six tasks from LongBench. We show token
budgets needed for the lossless accuracy target by different
attention mechanisms in Fig 11(a). For example, Narra-
tiveQA exhibits an average context length of 24K tokens.
To achieve lossless accuracy, TOVA requires a token budget
of 14K, whereas Quest necessitates only 5K tokens leading
to much higher sparsity.

However, none of the baselines included a kernel imple-
mentation of their proposed method. Consequently, we
conduct a qualitative analysis of the baselines’ self-attention
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efficiency by utilizing the inference latency of FlashInfer,
disregarding other runtime overheads (e.g., TOVA’s require-
ment to calculate history scores (Oren et al., 2024)). In
contrast, Quest is evaluated in a practical setting with con-
sideration of all operators. As shown in Fig. 11(b), Quest
significantly surpasses all baselines in terms of self-attention
latency due to the high query-aware sparsity. For GovRe-
port and TriviaQA, Quest boosts the inference by 3.82× and
4.54×, respectively. Therefore, Quest can achieve higher
efficiency while maintaining superior accuracy.

5. Conclusion
We present Quest, an efficient and accurate KV cache se-
lection algorithm that exploits query-aware sparsity. Quest
dynamically estimates the criticality of tokens in KV cache
based on the per-page metadata and the current query. It
then performs self-attention only on the critical tokens with
greatly reduced memory movement, providing high sparsity
with negligible accuracy loss. Comprehensive evaluations
demonstrate that Quest provides up to 7.03× self-attention
speedup, which contributes to 2.23× end-to-end latency re-
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duction in the decode phase. Compared to prior baselines,
Quest reduces up to 4.5× self-attention latency with the
same accuracy target under long-context benchmarks.
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